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Enhancing Bed-Net Delivery Mechanisms and Early Diagnosis 
and Prompt Treatment for Malaria among Resident and 

Migrant Households in Tanintharyi Coastal Region,  Myanmar 
 

Process monitoring is essential to uncover limitations for strengthening 
malaria interventions. This cross-sectional study conducted in March, 2013 
in 16 villages of two townships of the selected coastal region covered 210 
households of resident villagers and 202 migrant households. During 
structured interviews, migrants reported night time work and suspected 
malaria within past 6 months significantly higher than resident villagers 
(58.9% vs. 31.4% and 111 persons vs. 74 persons). Potential risks 
contributed towards malaria in migrants may include significantly lower 
rate of treated bed-net ownership (51.5% vs. 97.1%), receiving health 
messages (18.8% vs. 48.6%), and less positive attitudes towards sleeping 
under the treated nets to prevent malaria (76.2% vs. 84.8%).  

Among total bed nets observed, the proportion of factory treated nets was 
lower in migrant households than resident villagers (49% vs. 72%). 
Concomitantly, in both groups the awareness level for facilities/personnel 
providing early diagnosis and prompt treatment of malaria was not high. 
Similarly, they had poor knowledge for the requirement of antimalarials 
only after the confirmation of suspected fever and also for the preference 
of combined therapy over monotherapy. However, around 67% of 
migrants and 71% of resident villagers knew to confirm with the rapid 
diagnostic test prior to antimalarials. Less than 50% in both groups could 
cite the recurrence of fever and persistent infection due to noncompliance 
of full course of antimalarials.  

Therefore, especially for hard-to-reach populations, alternative strategies 
for public-private partnership involving social entrepreneurs might 
enhance accessibility, coverage, and affordability to changing malaria 
containment scenario.  
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အသပည ရမနည ခင ၊ ဆ စမ ခင ထ င ဖငသ  အပသငသညဆ 
သည အ ပ သ ဘ ဆ င အ မင လ နည ခင  တ က ငဖစ က င  
တ ရပ သည။ ခင ထ ငမ က လလ စစ ဆ သ အခ  ဒသခမ  
င င ယ ပ က ရ ပ င နထငသမသ စမ တင ဆ စမခင ထ င 

ရရမနည က င  (49% vs. 72%) တ ရပ သည။ အပစ စခစလ  
သည ငကဖ ရ ဂ ဆ လငစ  ရရကသမ ပ နသည က န မ ရ  
လပငန မ က သရမမ စ  မငမ ခင မရ က င တ ရပ သည။  

အလ တ ငကဖ သသယလန မ က သ ဖ ကစစ ဆ ပ မလအပ 
သလ ငကဖ ဆ ပ ကသရမည၊ ငကဖ ဆ တစမ တည ထက 
ပ င စပကထ ဖငသ  ကသရမညဆသညသရမမ အ နည က င  
တ ရပ သည။ သ သ  ရ ပ င နသမ ၏  ၆၇ ရ ခင န င 
ဒသခမ ၏  ၇၁ ရ ခင န သည  ငကဖ အ မနစစကရယ ဖင 

 
 

စစ ဆ ပ မ ငကဖ ဆ သ ကရမညကသ ကပ သည။ စအပစ 
စလ မ ၅၀ ရ ခင န အ ကသည ငကဖ ဆ ပတလည အ င 
မ သ ကပ က  ပနဖ ငသည င ငကဖ ပ ကန နမညက သရ က 
ပ သည။  

ထ က င အထ သ ဖင ဝ လ ခ ငသ သ ဒသမ တင ရ န ပည 
လမ ခ မရ စရန၊ လယလငတကတတ င သ  အတင အတ ဖင 
လကလမ မ စရနအတက ပဂလက ငအစ ရတ ပ ပ င ဆ ငရက 
ခင ဖင ငကဖ ရ ဂ တကဖ က ရ က ဆ ငရကလ သ  
ခတတင အမ အ လ ပ ပ င ဆ ငရက ခင နည ဗ ဟ လည  

ခ မတ ဆ ငရကရမည ဖစ ပသည။  

Reference: Khin Myo Aye, Myat Phone Kyaw, Khin Thet 
Wai, et al. 42nd Myanmar Health Research Congress 
Programme & Abstracts: 82. (Second Prize for Poster) 

 

 
 

Pathologic Highlights of Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever in 
13 Autopsy Cases from Myanmar 

 
Vascular permeability, thrombocytopenia, liver 
pathology, complement activation, and altered 
hemostasis accompanying a febrile disease are the 
hallmarks of the dengue hemorrhagic fever/ dengue 
shock syndrome, a major arthropod-borne viral 
disease that causes significant morbidity and mortality 
throughout tropical countries.  

We studied tissues from 13 children who died of acute 
dengue hemorrhagic fever/dengue shock syndrome at 
the Childrens' Hospital, Yangon, Myanmar. Dengue 
viral RNA from each of the 4 dengue viruses (DENVs) 
was detected by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain 
reaction in 11 cases, and dengue viral proteins 
(envelope, NSl, or NS3) were detected in 1 or more 
tissues from all 13 cases.  

Formalin-fixed and frozen tissues were studied for 
evidence of virus infection using monoclonal antibodies 
against DENV structural and  nonstructural antigens 

(E, NSl, and nonsecreting NS3). In the liver, DENV 
infection occurred in hepatocytes and Kupffer cells 
but not in endothelial cells. Liver damage was associated 
with deposition on hepatocytes of complement 
components of both classical and altemative pathways. 
Evidence of dengue viral replication was observed in 
macrophage-like cells in spleens and lymph nodes. 
No dengue antigens were detected in endothelial ce1ls 
in any organ.  

Germinal centers of the spleen and lymph nodes 
showed a marked reduction in the number of 
lymphocytes that were replaced by eosinophilic 
deposits, which contained dengue antigens as well as 
immunoglobulins, and complement components (C3, 
C1q, and C9). The latter findings had previously been 
reported but overlooked as a diagnostic feature. 

Reference: Khin Saw Aye, Komgrid Charngkaew, Ne Win, 
et al. Human Pathology 2014; 45: 1221-1233. 

. 
 

 
 

Antibacterial Soaps could Pose Health Risks 
 

An estimated 75% of the anti-bacterial liquid soaps 
and body washes sold in the United States contain 
triclosan, a germ-killing ingredient. The only problem 
is, the Food and Drug Administration has no idea 
whether it actually works and there's some evidence it 
may pose health risks. 

A joint statement from the American Cleaning 
Institute and the Personal Care Products Council said 
"we are perplexed that the Agency would suggest 

there is no evidence that antibacterial soaps are 
beneficial as industry has long provided data and 
information about the safety and efficacy of these 
products." 

Consumers assume that by using antibacterial soap 
products they're protecting themselves and their 
families from illness but we don't have any evidence 
that they're better than simple soap and water. The 
advertising used for these products makes consumers 

Abstract of  Research Paper Published or Read Abroad 
by DMR (LM) Scientists 

News about Medicine & Health 
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think if they wash with them they won't get sick. But 
many of pictures of people sneezing and coughing and 
looking pretty ill look like people who have viral 
illnesses such as the common cold. Viruses are the 
most common cause of infections in the United States 
and antibacterial agents have no effect on them.  
"Simple hand washing with soap and water still 
remains one of the most effective ways to decrease the 
risk of spreading infections after preparing food, using 
the toilet, or after coughing or blowing your nose," said 
David Hill, director of global public health at 
Quinnipiac University’s medical school in Hamden, 
Conn. 
The federal ruling on triclosan and other antibacterial 
ingredients lends new support to longstanding warnings  

from scientists who say the chemicals can interfere 
with hormone levels.  "Given our emerging 
understanding of chemicals as hormone disruptors, this 
is a remarkable and positive step towards protecting 
children," said Leonardo Trasande, a professor of 
environmental medicine at New York University's 
Langone Medical Center. 

There are also concerns that the widespread use of 
antibacterial soaps may contribute to antibiotic 
resistance. "There are laboratory data showing that 
bacteria exposed to these products do change their 
resistance patterns," said Kweder. FDA wants to 
know more. 
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/ 
Contributed by Chemical Toxicology Research Division 

 
Health Effects of Overexposure to the Sun 

 
Ozone layer depletion decreases our atmosphere's 
natural protection from the sun's harmful ultraviolet 
(UV) rays. Understanding these risks and taking a few 
sensible precautions will help you enjoy the sun while 
lowering your chances of sun-related health problems. 
Skin cancer 
Each year, more new cases of skin cancer are 
diagnosed in the U.S. than new cases of breast, 
prostate, lung, and colon cancer combined. One in 
five Americans will develop skin cancer in their 
lifetime. Unprotected exposure to UV radiation is the 
most preventable risk factor for skin cancer. 
Melanoma 
Melanoma, the most serious form of skin cancer, is 
now one of the most common cancers among 
adolescents and young adults ages 15-29. While 
melanoma accounts for about three percent of skin 
cancer cases, it causes more than 75 percent of skin 
cancer deaths. UV exposure and sunburns, 
particularly during childhood, are risk factors for the 
disease. Not all melanomas are exclusively sun-
relatedÞother possible influences include genetic 
factors and immune system deficiencies. 
Non melanoma skin cancers 
Non-melanoma skin cancers are less deadly than 
melanomas. Nevertheless, they can spread if left 
untreated, causing disfigurement and more serious 
health problems. There are two primary types of non-
melanoma skin cancers: basal cell and squamous cell 
carcinomas. 
 Basal cell carcinomas are the most common type of 

skin cancer tumors. They usually appear as small, 
fleshy bumps or nodules on the head and neck, but 
can occur on other skin areas. Basal cell carcinoma 
grows slowly, and it rarely spreads to other parts of 
the body. It can, however, penetrate to the bone and 
cause considerable damage. 

 Squamous cell carcinomas are tumors that may appear 
as nodules or as red, scaly patches. This cancer can 
develop into large masses, and unlike basal cell 
carcinoma, it can spread to other parts of the body. 

Other skin damage 

Actinic keratoses are skin growths that occur on body 
areas exposed to the sun. The face, hands, forearms, 
and the “V” of the neck are especially susceptible to 
this type of lesion.  

Although premalignant, actinic keratoses are a risk 
factor for squamous cell carcinoma. Chronic exposure 
to the sun also causes premature aging, which over 
time can make the skin become thick, wrinkled, and 
leathery. 

Cataracts and other eye damage 

Cataracts are a form of eye damage in which a loss of 
transparency in the lens of the eye clouds vision and 
which can lead to blindness. Research has shown that 
UV radiation increases the likelihood of certain 
cataracts.  Other kinds of eye damage include pterygium 
(tissue growth that can block vision), skin cancer 
around the eyes, and degeneration of the macula (the 
part of the retina where visual perception is most 
acute). All of these problems can be lessened with 
proper eye protection. 
Immune suppression 
Scientists have found that overexposure to UV 
radiation may suppress proper functioning of the 
body's immune system and the skin's natural defenses. 
For example, the skin normally mounts a defense 
against foreign invaders such as cancers and 
infections. But overexposure to UV radiation can 
weaken the immune system, reducing the skin's 
ability to protect against these invaders. 
Source: http://www.epa. gov/sunwise/uvandhealth 
Contributed by Blood Research Division 
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Glomerular Changes and Alterations of Zonula Occludens-1 in the Kidneys of 
Plasmodium Falciparum Malaria Patients 

 
Malaria infection caused by Plasmodium falciparum 
is the world’s most widespread infection. Among its 
severe manifestations, acute kidney injury (AKI) is an 
important complication, which can cause mortality of 
up to 45%. The overall incidence of AKI has been 
reported  as  between  1-4.8% in endemic areas, and  
25-30% in non-immune patients. Malarial complica-
tions are possibly caused by the interaction of the 
parasite with the host, resulting in mechanical, 
immunologic, and humoral responses. Responses to 
eliminate malaria parasites may also injure host 
tissues.  
The precise mechanism of AKI in P. falciparum 
malaria is not fully understood. Several hypotheses 
proposed for the pathogenesis of AKI in malaria 
include mechanical obstruction by parasitized, red 
blood cells (PRBCs), exaggerated host immune 
response mediated through cytokines, reactive oxygen 
and nitrogen species, immune complex deposition, 
hypovolaemia, and disturbances in the renal micro- 
circulation. Changes in the glomeruli often include 
glomerular cell proliferation, basement membrane 
thickening, presence of PRBCs and protein deposition 
within the mesangium, endothelial cell wall, and 
Bowman's capsule.  
The process of cytoadhesion of PRBCs to the vascular 
endothelial cells (ECs) of different host organs, along 
with rosette formation, is considered the most impor- 
tant mechanism of severe P. falciparum malaria. ECs 
located in the capillary loop of the glomeruli provide 
target adhesion sites for PRBCs. This leads to the 
disruption  of  the  EC barrier and eventually affects  

vascular  permeability. Tight  junctions  are  located  
apical to the EC surface and composed of multiple 
transmembrane, scaffolding, and signaling proteins. 
There are at least three different types of trans-
membrane proteins within tight junctions: occludin, 
claudins, and junctional adhesion molecule (JAM). 
Zonula occludens-1 (ZO-l) proteins are found associated  
with the cytoplasmic surfaces of tight junctions. They 
are in contact with the extracellular tight junction 
membrane proteins and provide a link between the 
integral membrane proteins and the filamentous 
cytoskeleton. In addition to the evaluation of glomerular 
changes in the kidney of P. falciparum patients, this 
study focused on structural alterations to the junction-
associated protein, ZO-1, in P. falciparum malaria. 
In this study, kidney specimens were obtained from 
20 patients who died from p. falciparum malaria, 
comprising of 10 cases with acute kidney injury 
(AKI), and 10 cases without AKI. Malarial AKI 
involves glomerular cell proliferation, despite reduced 
glomerular area. This study of tight junction 
associated protein revealed a damaged tight junction 
structure (ZO-1) in severe P. falciparum malaria, 
associated with AKI. The ZO-1 damage in malarial 
AKI could contribute to the collapse of junction 
structures, there by reducing glomerular area, which 
further increases cellular permeability. The finding 
suggests that AKI could contribute to ZO-l damage 
and provide an insight into the pathogenesis of AKI in 
P. falciparum malaria infection. 
Reference: Malaria Journal  20l4; 13: 176. 
Contributed by Parasitology Research Division 

 
Vector-Borne Disease and Climate Change 

 
Vector-borne diseases (VBD) are infectious diseases 
that are transmitted to humans by animals, also called 
vectors, such as mosquitoes, ticks, fleas, lice, and 
rodents. Climate change can cause vectors or the 
diseases they carry to multiply or spread out more 
rapidly.  

When vectors spread to new areas where people live, 
work, or play, more people may be at risk of 
contracting VBD. This is particularly true when 
vectors move into places that they have never 
inhabited before, or conversely, when people move 
into areas where vectors exist. 

How does climate change affect vector-borne 
disease? 

The ecology of Vector-Borne Diseases (VBD) is 
complex, and climate is a major factor that may 
influence disease transmission cycles and disease 
occurrence. Changes in temperature and humidity can 

affect where vectors proliferate. These changes can 
also affect the life-cycles of the pathogens they carry. 

Drought and heat  

West Nile virus activity often appears to be greatest 
during La Nina conditions of drought and hot summer 
temperatures. 

 Wet conditions  

A prolonged rainy season could make California 
more at risk for the introduction and establishment  
of exotic vectors, such as those that carry dengue  
and yellow fever. Climate change may impact the 
distribution of vectors-depending on whether drier or 
wetter habitats are more suitable for any particular 
vector-and may allow them to exist where they 
previously did not. 
How do vector-borne diseases impact health? 
Human   Hantavirus   Cardiopulmonary   Syndrome  
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(HCPS), Lyme disease, and West Nile virus are three 
VBD that climate change may impact in California. 
As climate conditions change to alter the ecology of 
vectors, it   is  possible for human exposure to these  
diseases to increase significantly. For example: 

 Human hantavirus cardiopulmonary syndrome 
 

Although HCPS infections have remained rare  
in California, more common flooding or heavy 
precipitation cycles could increase deer mice 
populations, which can carry the virus. People at risk 
for infection include those exposed to rodent-infested 
dwellings. This is particularly true in undeveloped 
areas where deer mice are abundant, such as poorly 
maintained mountain cabins or long-vacant cabins. 
 

 Lyme disease 

Climate change may impact the distribution of the 
tick that transmits Lyme disease. As wet, humid areas 
become drier they will be less suitable tick habitat, 
while some dry areas may become wetter, allowing 
for the tick to exist where it previously did not. 
Indirect health effects of VBD may include pesticide-
related health effects. Use of pesticides might increase 
in response to growing populations of disease vectors. 
Human exposures to pesticides may cause a wide 
variety of health effects, depending on the pesticide 
used and the amount of exposure.  
Source: www.climatechange.ca.gov/index.html. 
Contributed by Nuclear Medicine Research Division 

.Difference between Calibration and Validation 
 

Calibration 

 Calibration is a demonstration that, a particular 
Instrument or device produces results with in 
specified limits by comparisons with those produced 
by a reference or traceable standard over an 
appropriate range of measurements. 

 In calibration performance of an instrument or 
device is comparing against a reference standard.  

 Calibration ensures that instrument or measuring 
devices producing accurate results. 

 Shall be performed periodically, to identify the 
‘drift’ of the measuring device or equipment and 
make them accurate.  

 Shall be performed as per calibration SOP. 

Validation 

 Validation is  a documented program that provides 
high degree of assurance that a specific process, 
equipment, method or system consistently produces 
a result meeting pre-determined acceptance criteria. 

 No such reference standards are using in validation 
program.  

 Validation provides documented evidence that a 
process, equipment, method or system produces 
consistent results (in other words, it ensures that 
uniforms batches are produced). 

 No such requirements. Shall be performed when 
changes or modifications happen to the existing 
system or once revalidation period is reached. 

 Shall be performed as are validation protocol. 
Source: http://pharmatips.doyouknow.in/Articles/Quality-Assurance/Difference-Between-Validation-VS-Calibration. aspx. 
Contributed by Quality Control Research Division 

 
Treatment of Medical Waste 

 
The primary methods of treatment and disposal of 
medical waste are: 

  Incineration 
  Autoclaves 
  Mechanical/ Chemical disinfection 
  Microwave 
  Irradiation 

For all of these treatment types, the treated waste can 
generally be disposed with general waste in a landfill, 
or in some cases discharged into the sewer system. 

Incineration 

According to the EPA, 90% of medical waste is 
incinerated. Incineration is the controlled burning of 
the medical waste in a dedicated medical waste 
incinerator. The incineration process can be applied to 
almost all medical waste types, including pathological 
waste, and the process reduce the volume of the waste 

by up to 90%. Modern incinerators can provide a 
secondary benefit by harnessing the heat created by 
the incineration process to power boilers in the 
facility. The flames in the primary chamber can ignite 
fossil fuels in a secondary chamber and power facility 
boilers. 

The largest concern associated with incineration is 
pollution. The EPA has reported that at least 20% of  
medical waste is plastic. The biggest concern is the 
incineration of chemicals that are released from 
combusting plastics. While incineration provides the 
advantage of  reducing  the  volume  of  waste into 
ash  and  the  ability  to  dispose recognizable waste  
and sharps,  the incinerator may contain toxic gasses. 
Dioxins and furans can be produced when these 
plastics burn.  

As incinerators are designed or retrofit with pollution 
prevention equipment, more of the potentially toxic 
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chemicals that previously ended up in emissions now 
remain in the ash. Incinerator ash is generally 
disposed of in landfills, and little data is available on 
the effects of ash on the environment. 

As additional requirements are added to the emissions 
for medical waste incinerators, the cost of incinerating 
medical waste increases, and alternative treatments 
have increased their market share. 

Autoclaves 

Autoclaves are closed chambers that apply both heat 
and pressure, and sometimes steam, over a period of 
time to sterilize medical equipment. Autoclaves have 
been  used  for nearly  a  century to sterilize medical  
instruments for re-use. Autoclaves are used to destroy all 
microorganisms that  may  be present  in medical waste 

before disposal in a traditional landfill. The autoclave 
lowers the pressure within the chamber, which 
shortens the amount of time required to generate 
steam. Autoclaves can be used to process up to 90% 
of medical waste, and are easily scaled to meet the 
needs of any medical organization. Small counter-top 
autoclaves are often used for sterilizing reusable 
medical instruments. Large autoclaves are used to 
treat large volumes of medical waste at once.  
Recent work in Japan has found a method of 
chemicaly stabilizing heavy metals in fly ash from 
medical waste incinerators. Much development goes 
on in Japan, including recent work on a dual torch 
plasme are furnace. 
Source: http://www.wastemed.com/treatment.htm 
Contributed by Biological Toxicology Research Division 
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ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န( အ က မနမ ပည)မ က န မ ရ ၀န ဆ ငမ အစအစ  

 ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န ( အ က မနမ ပည) “ က ကယ ဆ င ရ ဂ ရ ဖ ရ ဆ ခန  ”  တင  အသည ရ င အသ ဝ  
ဘ က ကယ ဆ ထ ပ ခင ၊ လအပ သ စစ ဆ မမ င ဓ တခစမ သပမမ ပ လပ ပ ခင ၊ အသည ရ င အသ ဝ  
ဘပ /စပ  သယ ဆ င သ လန မ အ  ဆ ၊ အ က ပ ၊ လမ န၊ ကသ ပ ခင မ က  န စ ( ဖငရက) နနက 
၁၀န ရမ  ည န ၃န ရအတင  ဆ ငရက ပ နပ သည။ 

 ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န  ( အ က မနမ ပည)မ  သ တသနပည ရငမ င   က န မ ရ ဦ စ ဌ န၊      ဗဟအမ သမ  
ဆ က မ သ ဖ မ ယပအထ ကဆရ ဝန က မ  ပ ပ င ဆ ငရက သ  “သ အမ ခ င ကငဆ စမ သပ ဖ ထတ 

သည ဆ ခန ”က ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န ( အ က မနမ ပည)တင  ဖငလစ၍   စမ သပစစ ဆ လသ အမ သမ မ က 
အဂ န  င သ က န  နနက ၁၀န ရမ ၁၂န ရအတင  အခမစစ ဆ ပ လ ကရပ သည။ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             က န မ ရ ဝန က ဌ နမဝနထမ မ အ ဖန ဝ ပ ပ ရန မတ ရပခအပပ သည။ 

သို႔ 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 


